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WELCOME TO
S TA K E H O L D E R Z
TAX -E F F I CI E N T I N V E S TI N G
F O R S OP HI S TI CATE D
PR IVAT E I N V E S TOR S

CO N TACT
Stakeholderz, Adam House,
7-10 Adam Street, London WC2N 6AA

- ACCESS TO SCREENED DEALFLOW
+44(0) 20 3874 8200
- FULL DUE DILIGENCE PACK
info@stakeholderz.com

- ONGOING REPORTING
- S
 YNDICATION WITH LIKE-MINDED
INVESTORS

www.stakeholderz.com
@investalent
linkedin.com/company/stakeholderz/

ENVESTRY NUMBERS
- 7
 ,000+ REGISTERED SOPHISTICATED
INVESTOR MEMBERS
- 2
 00+ INVESTMENTS INTO EARLYSTAGE COMPANIES
- £ 110M+ INVESTED
- £5,000 MINIMUM INVESTMENT
	(As of 1st January 2018)

SPECIAL THANKS TO:
Peter Fergusson, Serial investor
Modwenna Rees Mogg, Owner
AngelNews
Adrian Walton, Smith & Williamson (tax)
Ralph Hulbert, Serial Investor
Rob Murray Brown, Crowdfunding Expert
Julia Groves, Chair UKCFA

Anthony Rose, Seedlegals
Jenny Tooth, Chair, UKBAA
John Kingdon, Bladetec, Crypto Expert
Oliver Woolley, Envestors Limited
John Finnemore, CMS Nabarro (law)
Stuart Lucas, AssetMatch
Guy Rigby, Smith & Williamson
Mark Brownridge, EIS Asscociation
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Envestors Ltd is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
in the UK. Firm Reference Number (FRN)
523592. Envestors is incorporated in
England & Wales, registration number
07236828. Envestry TM is wholly owned by
Envestors Limited.
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ABOUT US

Stakeholderz is a unique equity funding
platform that introduces high quality, early
stage investment opportunities to Investing
Directors and further experienced investors
and executives. As the Stakeholderz name
suggests, this programme is about managing
a stream of high quality ventures, senior
executive talent, an investor base and the
combination of all three to drive interest in
investment opportunities and fundraising.
Stakeholderz works within the Investing Director
community, Angels and VCs to raise the profiles
of ventures and increase investment appetite.
This programme brings both investments and
senior expertise to what is often a fledgling
management team. The Stakeholderz Venture
Committee oversees the selection of suitable
ventures for the platform, and matches them with
Investing Directors. Unlike other crowdfunding
platforms, Stakeholderz champions lead
Investing Directors who are chosen by ventures
to take on key executive roles and accelerate
fundraising.

OUR MISSION IS THREE FOLD:

- T o drive enhanced growth in early stage
technology companies by bringing together
experienced lead Investing Directors who fill
a talent need and seasoned investors, to meet
the funding requirements.
- T o bring new investors to this vibrant national
community from our large senior high net
worth network by providing the information,
education and support needed to turn them
into active investors.
- T o stream high quality, technology based, deal
flow to seasoned investors.
Free to register on www.stakeholderz.com.

DERMOT HILL

ST EP H ANIE CALV EL EY

CH I E F E X E CU TI V E

OP ERAT IONS
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THE THREE FUNDAMENTALS

THE BUSINESS

01

02

Is it scalable, defensible and providing a solution to a real
problem? Is it satisfying the need of a large number of
customers? Is there something to set it apart from competition
and thus make it inherently profitable?

THE MANAGEMENT TEAM

CHECK

Are they totally and wholly committed? Are they balanced,
honest and enthusiastic with complementary skills that are
appropriate for the business?

THE PRICE

03

CHECK

Does the PRE-MONEY valuation of the company reflect a
realistic assessment of the risk of the company not meeting its
stated targets? Have its founders invested a credible amount
of cash and time into it?
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CHECKLIST BEFORE INVESTING
DUE DILIGENCE ISSUES (It is essential that the following points be confir med)
CHECK

04

DISCLOSURE OF LEGAL PROCEEDINGS: No disputes with suppliers, customers or
employees

05

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE: An independent Chair or independent Non Exec
representing shareholders’ interests

05

06

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (IP) OWNERSHIP: The company must own or have
enforceable rights over any relevant IP

06

07

REGULATORY MATTERS: Confirm that the company meets all applicable regulatory requirements

07

08

SOLVENCY: The company is solvent in terms of positive net assets and is not seeking
investment to save an insolvent situation

08

09

DIRECTORS LOANS: Specify any outstanding loans and how they are to be treated

09

10

TAX STATUS: Provide HMRC correspondence and external advice showing that the
company and proposed investment will qualify

10

11

BALANCE SHEET: Produce a signed off balance sheet with the Directors Warranty. This
must include all liabilities

11

12

CAP TABLE: Produce an up-to-date disclosure of all interests in the company, including
options and convertibles

12

13

RECENT FINANCIAL STATEMENTS: Produce recent ACTUAL management accounts
(profit and loss, cashflow and balance sheet

13

14

FURTHER FUNDING ROUNDS: Set out the timing and amount of any further proposed rounds

14

15

INVESTMENT LEGALS: The Articles of Association, Subscription Agreement and
Shareholders Agreement (if applicable) have all been properly drafted. (See section on
Investment Legals)

15

16

SECONDARY MARKET: Specify any commitment to offer shares on a secondary market
at some stage in the future. (See section on Secondary market)

16

17

FULL DISCLOSURE OF DIRECTORS: Confirm that there is no risk of any conflict of
interest by involvement with an associated business

17

18

DIRECTORS’ SALARIES AND TERMS: The directors have signed a Contract of
Employment or Service Agreement disclosing terms (including pay and non-compete)

18

19

SHAREHOLDER PROJECTIONS: Highlight key investor protections such as tag-along
rights, pre-emption rights and voting rights contained in existing or proposed legal
documents (see 15 above)

20

OTHER MATTERS: Consider any issues specific to the company or its business not
addressed above that are likely to be of interest to investors and disclose accordingly
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BETWEEN BUSINESS ANGEL INVESTING AND CROWDFUNDING

F o r t h e s ake o f d e f i n i n g t h e m a rk e t , w e hav e in broad te r m s dif fe re ntiate d be tw e e n Busine ss
A n g e ls an d C r owd f u n d e rs a s f o l l o w s. The re w ill of cou rse be the occasi onal e xce pt i ons.

B U S IN ES S AN G E L

C R O WD FUN D E R

TYPICAL LEV E L O F
INVES TMEN T P E R DE AL

£10,000 upwards

£10 to £10,000

CLAS S IFICAT IO N BY T H E
FINANCIAL C O N DU C T
AUTHORITY ( FC A)

“High Net Worth” investor with more
than £250,000 or an income of
£100,000 or “Sophisticated Individuals”
with investment experience

“Restricted Investors” advised not
to invest more than 10% of their
net assets, excluding property and
pension, in unlisted shares.

TYPICAL S H ARE C L ASS

Ordinary shares with pre-emption, tag
along and voting rights.

Occasionally B shares with no
pre-emption, tag along and voting
rights.

IMPORTAN C E O F TAX
RELIEF UNDE R T H E ( SE E D)
ENTERPRIS E IN V E ST ME N T
S CHEME (S / E IS)

High. Many see the tax relief as a
major benefit

Medium. Occasionally investing
because they are a fan or customer

TYPICAL LEV E L O F DU E
DILIGENCE ( DD)

High. One to five days spent reviewing
the investment

Low. Investment decision made with
less than a day’s review

DIRECT/IND IRE C T
INVES TMEN T

Direct. For example, holding shares in
the company

Both. Occasionally investing via
a nominee structure: for example,
small investors invest via a single
vehicle.

INPUT INTO T H E L E G AL
DOCUMEN TAT IO N

Can have significant input on the terms
of the investment

Terms usually dictated by the
Crowdfunding platform

TRADE AS S O C IAT IO N

UK Business Angels Association
(UKBAA)

UK Crowdfunding Association
(UKCFA)
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T H E S TAT I S T I C S
FOR BUSINESS ANGEL INVESTING

Little research has been done on the Business Angel Investing space, resulting in it being very difficult to obtain accurate
data. A report by Robert E Wiltbank, “Siding with Angels,” (commissioned by NESTA and the UK Business Angel
Association (UKBAA)), surveyed 158 UK-based angel investors who invested £134 million into 1,080 angel investments
(www.nesta.org.uk). As there has been such a rapid growth of both angel investing and crowdfunding over the last three
years, such information as exists is, by default, slightly out of date and hence should be treated with caution.

56%

£42,000

86%

Of exits failed to return capital. This
demonstrates the riskiness of this asset class,
which is why investors seek to make 10
times their money over a 3-5 year period

Was the average investment size per
investor, with an average of six investors
co-investing into each venture

Co-invested with another source of finance
including other angel, Crowdfunding, VCs,
loans or grants

9%

17%

69%

Of all investments generate more than
ten times the capital invested

Of venture investments were made by
solo investors

Of Business Angels stated their portfolio
performance had exceeded their expectations

22%

83%

6 YEARS

Gross Internal Rate of Return (IRR) was
achieved by investors in the survey,
allowing for all exits, within the holding
period of just under four years

The latest research on the angel market
carried out in the second half of 2017
by UKBAA and the British Business Bank
(Putting the Spotlight on the Angel Market
in 2017) showed that 83% of investors
surveyed made use of the Enterprise
Investment Scheme (EIS)

Is the average anticipated length of
investment in a EIS company (needs to be
held for at least 3 years to qualify for EIS)

751

5

Total number of crowdfunded
companies since 2011

Total number of successful
exits for investors

80%
Of investors surveyed made use of the
Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS)

FOR CROWDFUNDING

The AltFi Report produced by NESTA
reviewed the crowdfunding market
up to January 2017 http://www.
nesta.org.uk/sites/default/files/
pushing_boundaries_0.pdf

An Envestry™ public ation
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“ I F C R O W D F U N D I N G I S
TO SURVIVE, IT MUST
BE A SUCCESS FOR
INVESTORS.”

KIKI LOIZOU
NOVEMBER 2016
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TOP TIPS
F O R S U C C E S S F U L I N V E S T I N G I N U N Q U O T E D P R I VAT E C O M PA N I E S

The following section is taken from information from twenty experienced business angels who have
made over 300 investments between them.

DUE DILIGENCE ON THE PEOPLE

Check the people
Most seasoned business angels ‘bet on the jockey and
not the horse’, placing considerable importance on
the perceived strength and trustworthiness of the core
members of the team.

Ensure the directors understand the obligations of
taking on private investment
Respect and appreciation of the reasonable requests of
investors in terms of reporting is essential.

Ensure the directors have enough ‘skin in the
game’
They should have some significant personal investment to
deter them from walking away at the first sign of trouble.

Ask why they (or existing shareholders) are not
putting in any money themselves
And/or why they cannot find people within their own
contact base who could invest into the business, even if
it is only £25,000. Directors are less likely to let down
people they know.

Hold the directors accountable for the financial
forecasts
Make sure founders/directors align their interests with
investors. This means making sure they are committed to
achieving a profitable exit (the stick) for all shareholders
within a specified time frame (could involve provision
in documentation for cut in salaries of founders if not
achieved) and an exit bonus if specified price on exit is
exceeded (the carrot).

Keep directors’ salaries under control
Ensure the directors understand the commercial
basics
Check they comprehend fully key revenue drivers and
margin creators.

Identify potential conflicts of interest
Get a clear understanding if any of the Directors have
interests or shareholding in any other related ventures
such as a supplier, customer or partner.

As a rule of thumb, directors should be earning enough to
provide a basic standard of living, but substantially less
than they could command if they chose employment in the
workplace. Typically, Founders will take a low salary, if
anything, for the first 12 months from launch, following which
salaries tend to be in the region of £45,000 to £60,000. In
some cases, investors like to see a separate Remuneration
Committee who suggest and approve any changes in salary.
This could be the Chair and the Non-Executive Director
representing minority shareholders’ interests: the aim is that
they should be separate to the executive management team.

Ask for warranties
Ensure there is a well-rounded management team
They need to be able to recognise skills-gaps and how
they can be filled.
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Warranties are signed assurances from the management
team e.g. there has been no change to the business’s
financial situation since obtaining management information.
They provide the basis for legal recourse if information
is misleading or has been deliberately withheld, and
therefore act as an assurance that the management team
have carefully checked all statements made in association
with the investment. Their real value is in helping to ensure
management makes full disclosure. Actioning legal recourse
is likely to be counterproductive, and in practice very rare.
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D U E D I L I G E N C E O N T H E C O M PA N Y A N D I T S B U S I N E S S

Quickly weed out the ‘lifestyle’ from the
‘entrepreneurial’ businesses
You are looking for scalable businesses with the
potential for rapid growth.

Check the exit
Is there a realistic and credible exit plan as well as a
genuine desire to exit? Too many investors have their
funds tied up in investments they cannot realise. (See
section Exit and how to realise your investment).

Ensure you can smell the revenue
The sales cycles can be much longer than anticipated,
especially with early stage technology ventures.

Discount low-probability revenue streams
Some financial models include multiple non-core revenue
streams which are unlikely ever to come to fruition.
Check the model still makes sense without them.

Check there is adequate insurance
Many investors like to see Key Man insurance for the
main directors, where the beneficiary is the investee
company (separate to insurance for the directors’
families).

Establish that the intellectual property (IP) belongs
to the company not the individual
Or at least make this a condition precedent to investing.

Ensure there is enough headroom in the financials
If the company is under-capitalised from the start, this
could lead into a vicious circle of requiring further funds
when targets are not achieved.

An Envestry™ public ation

Invest in what you know
Or make sure someone in the syndicate knows enough to
have insight into the market.

Make certain the company has explored
alternative sources of finance - in addition to debt
and equity
For example, could they access grants or soft loans, or
use other sources of finance e.g. factoring or leasing?

Check the Balance Sheet
Ensure you see an up-to-date balance sheet produced
by the accountant or finance director and signed off
by the management team as accurate, not misleading
and including all actual and contingent liabilities. This
will detail all any outstanding payments to creditors
(including HMRC). Ideally the company will have no
outstanding loans – if it does, ensure the repayment
provisions are fully disclosed.

Cashflow predictions
Ensure there is a monthly cashflow projection for the
next 12 months and subject this to scrutiny.

Invest locally
Most business angels invest within 50 miles or two hours
drive of where they live or work so they can attend
shareholder meetings.

Speak to customers - if you can
Check there really is a strong and lasting demand for the
product from existing or potential customers. A lot can
be learnt from independent customer referencing. Verify
their key relationships – in addition to customers, most
companies are, to some degree, dependent on others.

TOP TIPS
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DUE DILIGENCE ON THE DEAL

Allow for follow-on funding

Spread your risk

Every company is different but as a rule, the majority of
those which are pre-revenue at the time of investment will
require further funding to achieve a cashflow breakeven.
Those in revenue may also do so if projections are not
met. Experienced investors take these factors into account
to ensure that if this occurs they will be able to participate
in further rounds to avoid dilution. Typically, investors
allow for follow-on funding of up to a further 50% of their
initial investment in order to save them from having to
tear up their ticket. Follow-on funding can also be needed
when sales exceed forecasts and investment is required
to fuel growth. In most such cases, funding is mainly
provided by private equity at a substantially higher price.

If you’re reading this guide, you should know about the portfolio
theory: better to do ten smaller deals than one big one.

Don’t get swayed by the crowd
Having tracked hundreds of investments on
crowdfunding sites post investment, it appears there is
little correlation between the speed in which a deal is
funded (and over-funded) and its likelihood of making a
meaningful return.

Add value where you can
Share business and industry contacts.

Tight and simple Ser vice Agreements
The directors’ contracts of employment should include
a reasonable non-compete clause to ensure they do not
wind up the business and start up a competing business
the following week. Make sure the non-compete clauses
are also in the Shareholders Agreement, if there is one.

Simple corporate structures
Be suspicious of complex corporate structures with
several different companies under a holding company,
especially if investing into a subsidiary.

Handle with care
Some companies may seem more eager or desperate
for investment than others, possibly as a result of mismanagement or leaving it too late. You have to handle
these cases sensitively and manage the directors’
expectations accordingly.

Protect yourself against a down-round
In the Shareholders’ Agreement, it is possible to insert
terms to protect yourself against someone else investing
subsequently at a lower valuation. Although this is seen
more typically in early-stage startup investments, you
need to ensure that such arrangements do not disqualify
your investment from tax relief under the EIS.

Make sure you do not buy-in at too high a valuation
Many entrepreneurs are blind to the risks associated
with their ventures and insist the risks are minimal. The
earlier the stage, the higher the risk, but the more you
should get for your money. (See section on How to Value
a Business.)

Get a board position
For most investors it is essential to have board
representation in order to protect minority shareholders.
This enables them have some say as to how the business
(and their cash) is being managed.

An Envestry™ public ation

Ensure you have minority protection
(See section on legal documents) This includes pre-emption
rights (the right of first refusal of any new share issue),
‘tag along’ rights (if a majority shareholder sells their
stake, you have the right to join the transaction and sell
your minority stake on the same terms) and a list of actions
which the board cannot take without the approval of the
investor group or investor appointed director. This should
be detailed in the shareholders agreement or the articles.

Insist upon regular management information
If not produced, insist upon having the right to get an
external inspection of the accounts at the cost of the
company.

Remember, it is caveat emptor (‘buyer beware’)
You need to do your own due diligence to such a
level where you are satisfied that the directors have a
reasonable chance of success.

Seek advice on the EIS / SEIS
We strongly recommend strongly that both companies
and investors seek specialist advice on the EIS. There
are many stories of companies taking a “DIY” approach
and losing their EIS status (much to the horror of the
investors). Investors are therefore recommended to insist
that the company seeks professional advice in this area.
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“I N V E S T O R S S H O U L D
A D O P T A N E X I TCENTRIC APPROACH
T O I N V E S T I N G AT
A L L S TA G E S I N T H E
INVESTMENT PROCESS”
PROFESSOR COLIN MASON
PROFESSOR OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW
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TOP CAUTIONS
F O R P R I VAT E I N V E S T O R S

Much of this section is adapted from presentations given by Jon Moulton. Jon is a former Managing Partner
of Alchemy and has made over 60 business angel investments. He talks frequently about the ‘Habits of
Consistently Bad Investors’. Overall, Jon maintains he has made more money from this ‘hobby’ than working.

BEFORE MAKING AN INVESTMENT

Patience is a mistake
Do not delay action if you think things are going wrong.

Don’t put up with weak arguments
Walk away if the directors can’t provide clear answers to
tough questions about the market or the finances.

Don’t fail to check thoroughly the backgrounds of
the directors
Beware of fraudsters. Is the Finance Director really on
board?

Don’t allow the legal process to get ahead of the
due diligence
Some directors start the legals before you have made your
decision.

Don’t get bullied by controlling shareholders
Maintain your minority rights.

Don’t fail to visit
Explain beforehand that as an investor you want to keep
an eye on what your hard-earned cash is being spent on.

Don’t just talk to the CEO
It is amazing how the directors can always find reasons
why sales targets have not been met or why costs have
exceeded budget. It’s also incredible how much more
you can learn from simply talking to employees.

Don’t allow too much legal spend.

Don’t waste money on over-optimistic float
processes

Don’t fail to get proper anti-dilution or EIS
protection

Some directors like the vanity of floating on a stock
market, whether AIM, or even the Official List. Seek
advice as pursuing a flotation can be costly and counterproductive.

Through pre-emption rights in the Articles of Association or
the Shareholders’ Agreement.

Don’t invest in what you don’t know
Unless investing with someone who does.

Don’t miss out on the tax breaks
Make sure you get your Enterprise Investment Scheme
(EIS or SEIS) tax relief.

Don’t be swayed on share price by existing
investors investing in the current round

AFTER MAKING AN INVESTMENT

Don’t accept poor management information
Insist the directors provide you with current, upto-date financial information. Don’t accept overoptimistic projections.
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When agreeing the valuation (share price), existing
investors from a previous round might be happy to invest
in the current round at a higher price, as they will see an
uplift in the value of their initial investment. So do not be
influenced by the price set by existing investors.

DON’ T FORGET TO KEEP THE
L E GA L D O C U M E N TAT I O N !
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“ O N E O F T H E M O S T
I M P O R TA N T I S S U E S
TO CONSIDER
WHEN INVESTING
I S U N D E R S TA N D I N G
THE STRENGTHS AND
WEAKNESSES OF THE
MANAGEMENT TEAM”
JENNY TOOTH OBE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
UK BUSINESS ANGELS
A S S O C I AT I O N
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H O W T O VA L U E
YOUR BUSINESS
Investing in unquoted companies

Exceptions to the rule

From a regulatory perspective, investments in unquoted
companies are classified as Non-Readily Realisable
Securities (NRRS). The shares are illiquid in nature they are not quoted or listed on a Recognised Stock
Exchange - and as such are difficult to sell. Likewise,
the price of the shares is difficult to value.

The following factors may influence the valuation of
companies:

The difference between pre-money and postmoney valuation
For those new to investing, it is important to
understand the valuation of the company into which
you might invest and clarifying if any figure provided
by the Directors of the company is a pre-money or
post-money figure. For example, if an investor group
invests a total of £500,000 at a pre-money valuation
of £1m, they would own 33% of the company (i.e. a
post-money valuation of £1.5m).

Using the Envestr y™ Valuation Scorecard
The Envestry™ Valuation Scorecard looks at a range of
hygienic factors to assess the pre-money valuation of
start-ups and early-stage businesses.
The model is based upon research into more than 200
early-stage companies and uses quantitative measures
based upon numerical responses from historical data
and binary inputs.
The key inputs for the Scorecard are
• Current Annualised Revenue (actual)
• Cash Investment to Date
• Eligibility for tax relief under the S/EIS
• Profitability on a month-by-month basis
• Scalable recurring revenue model
• Solvency test for the forthcoming three months
• Long term liabilities (including Directors Loans)
The Scorecard does not cover commercial due
diligence in terms of reviewing customers and the
competitive market. Nor does it allow for future
financial projections (mainly because these have not
proved to be a fair reflection of actual performance).
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• T
 echnology platforms offering software
as a service (SaaS). Companies which can
demonstrate contracted regular recurring monthly
revenue will be valued at 50% higher than the
Scorecard output figures
• M
 edical devices. The risks and returns of
medtech businesses are significantly higher with
much depending upon the success of trials and
gaining regulatory approvals. For this reason,
valuations may be higher than Scorecard output
figures
• S
 ocial networks and marketplaces. Typically,
high risk and dependent upon significant investment
in marketing to build market share. Valuations may
be higher than those shown in the Scorecard output
figures if the management team have a track record
and relevant experience
• B
 lockchain and distributed ledger. A
specialist investment area where valuations can be
higher than the Scorecard output figures
• M
 anagement Team. There is a particularly
strong executive management team comprising
people who have a history of success in this area
Please Contact Us, details on the back page, for a
copy of the Envestry™ Valuation Scorecard.

HOW TO REALISE YOUR INVESTMENT

CROWDFUNDING
A N D W H AT T O C O N S I D E R A S A P R I VAT E I N V E S T O R

Crowdfunding has developed as an acceptable form of investing since its early beginnings in 2011.
Below is a simple summary from an investor’s perspective.

TYPES OF CROWDFUNDING

1. E quity

3. Debt

This can be in the form of either A Shares which
carry certain investor protections and rights, such as
voting and pre-emption rights, typical of investments
over £5,000, or B shares which have fewer rights
and are usually reserved for smaller investment
amounts of £10 to £5,000.

Similar to Loans, above, the key issue is the strength
of the security offered as collateral. Debt instruments
such as mini-bonds enable individuals to lend money
directly to businesses.

Alternatively, you may be invited to invest via a
Nominee Account whereby all the investments are
consolidated and appear as a single investor on the
investee companies’ shareholder register.

2. L oans (P2P)
This includes peer-to-peer (P2P) lending, where
investors, or lenders, can lend money to companies
over a fixed term in return for interest or a coupon,
typically around 8% per annum.
T he key issue is to understand what asset the loan is
secured against as collateral. Private investors should
avoid making loans to businesses which have not
demonstrated consistent historic profitability or which
do not offer security against a specific realizable asset
such as a property.
 ecently some of these types of investments have
R
been allowed to be included within the relatively new
Innovative Finance Independent Savings
Account (IFISA). Like other ISAs, this provides the
investor tax free income.
 irectors may only offer “personal guarantees” (PG)
D
in terms of meeting debts personally: in which case
background checks on the solvency of the individuals
would be required. As a note, most sophisticated
investors are less likely to lend solely against a PG as
it is more difficult to recover funds should there be a
default.
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Typically a mini-bond has a term of three to five years
and investors earn interest which is rolled up, rather
than paid monthly or annually, and returned with
their initial investment at the end of the term. Unlike
traditional bonds, mini-bonds are less liquid as they
cannot be traded on a listed market.
Some companies like the idea of offering mini-bonds
as it avoids dilution. However, investors should be
wary of mini-bonds from companies that have not
demonstrated consistent historic profitability or which
do not offer security against a specific realisable
asset; such companies are too risky for debt and are
more suited to equity.

4. R ewards
This is where individuals invest because they believe in
and support a specific cause. The return for investors,
or supporters, is in terms of free gifts, early-releases of
products or news of progress on a particular project.
Donors have a social or personal motivation for
putting their money in and expect nothing back, except
perhaps to feel good about helping the project.

17
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CROWDFUNDING
A N D W H AT T O C O N S I D E R A S A P R I VAT E I N V E S T O R

THE BENEFITS OF EQUITY CROWDFUNDING (FROM AN INVESTOR’S PERSPECTIVE)

Easy to invest

Simple legal documentation

Previously there were regulatory restrictions making it
more complicated to invest into unquoted companies,
but now most crowdfunding platforms make it easy
to register interest, screen information and make an
investment online.

Most campaigns from early stage ventures will
have fairly standardised legals making it easier to
understand. However, many companies will require
investors to invest through the Articles of Association,
which may not have certain investor protections found
in a Shareholder’s Agreement (please refer to Legal
section in this Guide).

Being part of a crowd
Crowdfunding platforms are a great way for
supporters, customers, partners and, in fact, anyone to
gain equity participation in the growth of a company.

THE CONCERNS OF EQUITY CROWDFUNDING (FROM AN INVESTOR’S PERSPECTIVE)

High valuations.

High risk.

Companies promoting their investment opportunity on
larger crowdfunding platforms are typically able to
set their own pre-money valuation (the valuation of the
company before investment). The idea being that the
crowd can vote with their wallets and decide whether
or not to invest. The concern from some commentators
is that, since many crowd investors do not have
experience of investing into unquoted companies, they
lack the knowledge to assess the reasonableness of the
valuation.

Generally speaking, companies on crowdfunding
platforms tend to be earlier-stage and hence more
risky.

F U R T H E R I N F O R M AT I O N :

UK Crowdfunding Association (UKCFA)
https://www.ukcfa.org.uk/
Thank you to Julia Groves, Chair of UKCFA and to Rob
Murray Brown from ECF Solutions, Equity Crowdfunding
Consultants www.ecfsolutions.co.uk
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Potentially misleading information.
In general, transparency on crowdfunding platforms has
improved significantly thanks to the governance of the
UK Crowdfunding Association and the willingness of the
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) in the UK to regulate
the market sensibly. However, occasionally companies
have been known to prime the market by pumping
regular investments themselves into their campaign to
give a false impression of enthusiasm from the crowd.

HOW TO REALISE YOUR INVESTMENT

CRYPTOCURRENCIES
AND INITIAL COIN OFFERINGS (ICOS)

Since the meteoric rise (and fall, depending on your point of view) of Bitcoin, the best known
cryptocurrency, there has been an exponential rise in interest in cryptocurrencies and for companies to
crowdfund their own ventures via Initial Coin Offering (ICOs).

What are cr yptocurrencies?

Where are cr yptocurrencies kept and used?

Cryptocurrencies are a digital form of currency. They
are not declared legal tender by a government and
are therefore immune to government interference
or manipulation. However, their unregulated nature
makes them inherently risky and like all fiat currencies,
their value is derived from the relationship between
supply and demand rather than the value of the
material that the money is made from. Since Bitcoin
was launched in 2009, there are now hundreds
of cryptocurrencies such as Ethereum, Ripple and
Litecoin. Cryptocurrencies use blockchain technology
which is a public ledger of the currency’s transactions.

Cryptocurrencies are held in a digital wallet which is
either: online in the cloud (least secure), in software
on a computer or a mobile device (more secure), or
in a specialist hardware wallet (most secure). Security
measures are required for each method of retention. If
the key to the wallet is lost, then the coins in the wallet
are lost as well. These coins can never be used again
and are effectively removed from circulation. It is
estimated that one third of bitcoins ever produced have
been lost. Cryptocurrencies can be used to purchase
goods and services from suppliers that accept them.
It is estimated that over 300,000 merchants accept
Bitcoin today. Making a purchase is affected by a
transfer transaction between the buyer and seller that
is transmitted into the network and verified by a mine.

What is blockchain?
Blockchain is a generic technology that provides
decentralised, trustless consensus. This means it is
secure by design so can be used to maintain important
records with no central point of authority. As such,
blockchain technology is suitable for a wide range of
applications: medical records, identity management
and transaction processing, to name but a few. Bitcoin
was the first use of blockchain technology. It was
crucial to solve the so-called double spending problem
and importantly, removed any need for central control.

How are cr yptocurrencies owned?
Generally speaking, there are two ways to obtain
cryptocurrencies: A person can purchase units on an
exchange or they can participate in cryptocurrency
mining.
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What is a mine?
Mining is the process by which cryptocurrency
transactions are verified and added to the public
ledger, known as the blockchain. Cryptocurrencies
require mines in order to exist. Miners receive a
reward for their efforts which encourages them to
be built and operated. Mines provide the means
through which new coins are released. Different
cryptocurrencies have different “monetary policies”
that control (limit) the production of the currency.
This “artificial scarcity” is one of the underpinnings
of a cryptocurrency’s value. Anyone with access to
the internet and suitable hardware can participate in
mining although, as it requires significant processing
power, most mining takes place where electricity is
cheaper.
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CRYPTOCURRENCIES
AND INITIAL COIN OFFERINGS (ICOS)

What is an Initial Coin Offering (ICO)?

Are ICOs regulated?

An initial coin offering (ICO) is a means of
crowdfunding centered around cryptocurrency, which
can be a source of capital for startup companies. In an
ICO, some quantity of the crowdfunded cryptocurrency
is pre-allocated to investors in the form of “tokens,” in
exchange for legal tender or other cryptocurrencies
such as Bitcoin or Ethereum. These tokens become
functional units of currency if or when the ICO’s
funding goal is met and the project launches. Since
2013, ICOs are often used to fund the development of
new cryptocurrencies.

ICOs are not regulated due to the regulator’s view of
cryptocurrencies as a “currency” rather than “security”.
They are often used by startups to bypass the rigorous
and regulated capital-raising process required by
venture capitalists or banks. However, it is likely to be a
matter of time before the FCA get involved.

How does an ICO work?
When a firm wants to raise cryptocurrency through an
Initial Coin Offering (ICO), it usually creates a “White
Paper” which outlines the commercial, technological
and financial details of the project. This will disclose
how much money is needed to undertake the venture,
how much of the virtual tokens the founders will keep for
themselves and how long the ICO campaign will run.

Thank you to
John Kingdon of
Bladetec Limited
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Are ICOs a sensible investment for the generalist
investor?
Most expert wealth managers are not recommending
investment in ICOs and private investors should
recognise that, in spite of the meteoric rise of Bitcoin
and others, it is still deemed highly risky.
Notwithstanding the risks, investors understanding the
ICO market should look for a full vendor due diligence
pack, signed off by a reputable lawyer and corporate
finance firm to verify the people and facts behind the
White Paper.

HOW TO REALISE YOUR INVESTMENT

EXIT
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AND HOW TO REALISE YOUR INVESTMENT

Most private investors would like to expect to exit
within three to five years. However, getting your
money out is one of the biggest challenges and many
investors have their money tied up in investments with
little prospect of a realisation.

Trade sale to another company

56%

As part of evaluating the merits of an investment, you
should get an understanding from the directors as to
their desire and ability to exit within a reasonable
timeframe.

Sold to other shareholders
(including management buy-outs)

10%

The main routes for an exit are:

Sold to a third party through a
secondary sale process

10%

Floated on the stock markets
(AIM, LSE/Official List)

10%

Other (non specified)

14%

• A nother company buying your equity
(i.e. a trade sale)
• T he company itself buying your equity
• T he directors buying your equity
• A flotation on AIM or Official List
Research Carried out in 2017 by UKBAA and British
Business Bank of Angels of angels who had exited in
the past 12 months revealed the following:

THE SECONDARY MARKET
F O R S H A R E S I N U N Q U O T E D C O M PA N I E S

After decades of frustrated investors finding themselves
unable to trade their illiquid investments in private
unlisted companies, there are now a few options
available such as AssetMatch, Nex Exchange and JP
Jenkins. The key issues to be taken into account by the
investee company as well as the investor - in terms of
trading existing shares on a secondary market - are:

• U
 nderstanding that the Enterprise Investment Scheme
(EIS) is not applicable for investors acquiring shares
on a secondary market.

• T he Articles of Association which need to allow for
the trading of shares, in terms of:

The investee company as well as the investor should
seek legal and tax advice on the issues above, as well
as any implication relating to Employee Share Options
Plans and Employee Benefits Trusts. The fact remains,
however, that the establishment of a secondary market
is in its infancy.

- P
 re-emption rights. Shares to be offered to existing
shareholders first
- Share

acquisition from potential competitors
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• Tax consequences for the seller of the shares
• S
 tamp Duty of 0.5% which will be payable by the
buyer of the shares

K E Y TA X C O N S I D E R AT I O N S
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K E Y TA X C O N S I D E R AT I O N S
(SEED) ENTERPRISE INVESTMENT SCHEME (S)EIS

W H AT A R E T H E TA X B E N E F I T S O F T H E E N T E R P R I S E I N V E S T M E N T S C H E M E ( E I S ) ?

The Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS) can be an
important benefit for investors in terms of offering
generous income tax, Capital Gains Tax (CGT) and
Inheritance Tax benefits. There is detailed information
on the EIS scheme available from the Inland Revenue
website at http://hmrc.gov.uk/eis.

Due to the interaction of the above loss reliefs, an
investor may be eligible for income tax relief of up to
61.5% of his/her original investment in the event of a
total loss.

The key benefits of EIS include:

The main condition is that the scheme be limited to
unquoted companies with gross assets of less than £15
million immediately before, and no more than £16
million immediately after, the investment.

The qualifying company

a) Income tax relief of 30% of the amount subscribed
for eligible shares
b) E
 xemption from Capital Gains Tax (CGT) on any
gains from selling your EIS shares

Qualifying trades

c) F urther income tax relief at top rate of income tax
(40% or 45%) for any losses made on the disposal
of EIS shares and

The definition of qualifying trades is quite extensive,
but certain activities (such as most dealing operations,
banking, leasing, legal, and accounting services)
are specifically excluded, as are those considered
to be ‘asset backed’ (farming, forestry, property
development, hotels, and nursing homes).

d) Unlimited deferral of capital gains

Example of Income Tax relief under EIS

40 % Tax Payer

Initial investment
Tax relief

30%

‘Real’ Initial Investment

45% Tax Payer

£10,000

A

£3,000

B

£7,000

C

In the event of the company failing totally
Disposal of shares (“£0” for total loss)
Effective loss

£10,000

£10,000

=A

Further tax relief on

£7,000

£7,000

=C

Further tax relief

£2,800

£3,150

D

Total at risk

£4,200

£3,850

A - (B+D)
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K E Y TA X C O N S I D E R AT I O N S

K E Y TA X C O N S I D E R AT I O N S
(SEED) ENTERPRISE INVESTMENT SCHEME (S)EIS

OUTLINE OF THE SCHEME RULES

Throughout its relevant three-year qualifying period,
the company must:
• Be an unquoted company
• B
 e a trading company, carrying on a qualifying
trade or have a 90% subsidiary which does so
• E
 xist for genuine commercial purposes, and not be
part of a scheme for the avoidance of tax
• N
 ot be a 51% subsidiary of another company, or
otherwise be under the control of another company
• T he company issuing the eligible shares must have a
“permanent establishment“ in the UK
• A
 n investor cannot be ‘connected’ to the EIS
company, i.e. he or she cannot own more than 30%
of the shares, directly or indirectly
• A
 n investor cannot qualify for relief on a share issue
if he or she already owns shares in the relevant
company which did not qualify for SEIS or EIS relief.
The only exception to this is where those shares
already held are subscriber shares at incorporation
of the company
• Individuals who are paid directors or employees of
the EIS company at the time of the issue of shares
are normally disqualified from claiming EIS relief.
Qualifying investors can, in certain circumstances,
be paid for their work as a director, provided they
were not involved in carrying on the trade of the
company and had not received renumeration up to
the point of making the investment
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• T he money raised by the EIS share issue must be
wholly used for the qualifying business activity
• S
 chemes that involve guarantees of exit
arrangements will not attract tax relief i.e. shares
have to be straight ordinary shares
• T he company must have a maximum of 249
employees and less than £15m and £16m of gross
assets immediately before and after the investment
respectively
• T he amount of investment which a company can
raise through EIS is £5m in any 12 month period
(£10m maximum for “knowledge-intensive”
companies)
• T he annual amount that an individual can invest
in qualifying EIS companies is £1m (£2m for
“knowledge-intensive” companies).
• A
 company which has been trading for more than
seven years (measured from its first commercial
sale), and did not issue EIS, SEIS or VCT shares
during this timeframe, is ineligible. However, there
are several exceptions to this rule, so please seek
advice

How to reclaim EIS relief (for investors)
A company in which you have invested should provide
you with an EIS 3 form, usually four months after the
investment has been made. You will need to enter the
total EIS investment amount on your tax return. This
will come off your next tax bill or a repayment will be
received.
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THE SEED ENTERPRISE
INVESTMENT SCHEME (SEIS)?
The Seed Enterprise Investment Scheme (SEIS) was
described as “one of the best tax breaks on offer”
James McKeigue, Moneyweek, offering a tax relief of
50% for all tax- paying investors, regardless of their
marginal taxpaying.
Please see below a quick Q&A to differentiate SEIS
from EIS:

What is the tax relief on an investment made
under the SEIS?
The rate of Income Tax relief given to investors in SEIS
companies is 50%.

Does the 50% tax relief depend upon your
higher level of tax?
No, the 50% rate is available to all UK taxpayers,
regardless of your marginal rate.

What size of business can I invest in?
The company must be unquoted, have 25 or fewer
employees and assets of up to a maximum of
£200,000 at the point of investment.

How much can I invest?
Up to £100,000 in a start-up company per tax year.

What is the maximum equity financing a
company can raise under SEIS?
The maximum cumulative investment in one company is
£150,000 per three year period.
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What Capital Gains Tax will I pay on any
reinvested gains?
Where a capital gain is realised and invested under
this scheme in 2017/2018, half of the gain will be
exempt from tax provided that the SEIS shares are held
for the three year qualifying period. As under EIS, any
gains made on the SEIS shares will be free of Capital
Gains Tax once held for at least three years.

What else should I know?
• T he investment must be in a new business. Broadly,
any trade carried on by the company must be less
than two years old at the date of the relevant share
issue
• D
 irectors or executives cannot use the scheme to
invest in their own companies if they hold more than
30% of the equity to the relevant company
• H
 MRC will run checks to make sure that a business
hasn’t just been set up to access the relief
• T he combined effect of the CGT holiday on other
gains and the income tax break offers relief of up to
60% in the first year
• D
 ue to the interaction of the above loss reliefs and
the CGT exemption on half of reinvested gains, an
investor may be eligible for income tax relief of up
to 82.5% of his or her original investment in the
event of a total loss

THE SEED ENTERPRISE INVESTMENT SCHEME (SEIS)?

THE SEED ENTERPRISE
INVESTMENT SCHEME (SEIS)?
Example of Income Tax relief under EIS

40 % Tax Payer

Initial investment
Tax relief

50%

‘Real’ Initial Investment

45% Tax Payer

£10,000

A

£5,000

B

£5,000

C

In the event of the company failing totally
Disposal of shares (“£0” for total loss)
Effective loss

£10,000

£10,000

=A

Further tax relief on

£5,000

£5,000

=C

Further tax relief

£2,000

£2,250

D

Total at risk

£3,000

£2,750

A - (B+D)

For both EIS and SEIS, new rules were announced in the November 2017 Budget to stop “capital protection
schemes” where there is no or little risk to an investor’s capital. The fund-raisings that will fall foul of these new
rules are likely to include those that are marketed as structured tax products with capital preservation as the primary
objective, rather than investing in high risk early stage companies.
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SELF-INVESTED PERSONAL
PENSIONS SCHEME (SIPP)
SHOULD I INVEST THROUGH MY SELF-INVESTED PERSONAL PENSIONS
SCHEME (SIPP)?

It is possible to invest in unquoted private companies
through your SIPP, although some people advise
against this because of the risky nature of angel
investing.
In practice, few SIPP providers allow provision for
individuals to invest in unquoted shares and of those
that do, many have prohibitive charging structures.
But it is possible to move your SIPP to a provider
who does, although there will be associated transfer
and setup costs as well as an annual administration

fee, irrespective of the activity within the SIPP going
forward.
Although not quite as tax efficient as investing through
an EIS company, you can enjoy all the tax advantages
offered through your SIPP by investing in unquoted
shares.
For those that are interested, you could also invest
alongside your SIPP and get EIS tax relief.

BUSINESS PROPERTY RELIEF (BPR)
CAN I BENEFIT FROM BUSINESS PROPERTY RELIEF (BPR)?

BPR is a relief which reduces the base by reference
to which Inheritance Tax (IHT) is charged on an
individual’s estate. The reduction is either 100% or
50%, depending on the type of qualifying investment.
An investment in unquoted shares in a company should
qualify for 100% BPR. Unquoted means that the shares
are not listed on a recognised stock exchange (the AIM
market does not count as recognised for this purpose).
In order to qualify for relief, the investment must have
been owned throughout the two years prior to transfer
of shares or death.
Relief is not available where the business consists
wholly or mainly of:
• Dealing in shares or securities
• D
 ealing in land or buildings (this does not include
genuine property development)
• Making or holding investments
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Stopping trading would jeopardise BPR as would
holding too much cash in the company. Where any
property falls into a qualifying class of business
property, BPR will not be available if a binding
contract for its sale has been entered into at the time
of transfer or death.
Care should be taken where lifetime transfers are
subject to the additional charge of IHT on death
(owing to death being within seven years of the
transfer). BPR may be withdrawn from lifetime transfers
that originally attracted the relief. In broad terms,
this will be the case where the donee no longer owns
the business property that was given to them, or the
property owned by the donee no longer qualifies for
the relief.

T H E B A S I C L E G A L S F O R P R I VAT E I N V E S T O R S

THE BASIC LEGALS FOR
P R I VA T E I N V E S T O R S
L E G A L D O C U M E N TAT I O N

The structure of the key legal documentation for angel investment in early stage companies has become
fairly standardised.

THERE ARE 3 BASICS:

1. THE SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT

2. THE SHAREHOLDERS AGREEMENT

3 . T H E A R T I C L E S O F A S S O C I AT I O N .

1.THE SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT

This sets out the terms on which investment is made.
The document is usually quite short. It contains details
of the mechanics for the application for shares (amount
to be issued, price, with attached list of existing
and prospective new shareholders). The principal
additional provision is a section containing warranties.
These should be given by the founders (occasionally
together with other directors or managers if
appropriate). They will cover all the matters of fact or
opinion set out in the investment documentation (such
as information memorandum, business plan, financials)
on which the decision to invest will be made. The
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purpose of the warranties is to ‘hold feet to the fire’,
and so ensure that the investment documentation does
not include careless or misleading statements. To
protect the warrantors, there will be a cash limit on the
amount of claims, and a time limit within which claims
can be made. Liability for breach of warranties is also
excused to the extent that relevant matters have been
disclosed. Hence investors should carefully review the
contents of the data room forming part of the process.
In practice claims for breach of warranties are
extremely rare, but they still serve a valuable purpose.
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THE BASIC LEGALS FOR
P R I VA T E I N V E S T O R S
2. THE SHAREHOLDERS AGREEMENT
This sets out the terms of the continuing relationship of the
parties after the investors have made their subscriptions.
Typically there are 3 parties –the founders, the new
investors, and the company.
A Shareholders Agreement will normally contain clauses
covering the following:
(a) W
 hether the investors have a right to appoint one or
more directors and observers, and if so the mechanics
for appointment and removal
(b) L imitations on key decisions without the approval of a
majority (and if so how great a majority) of investors –
typically major matters such as issue of shares, change
in rights attached to shares, grant of options, creation
of new subsidiary, transfer or closure of business or
acquiring new business, change of Articles
(c) L imitations on key decisions without the approval of the
investor director (typically major operational matters
including taking loans, employing or dismissing senior
staff, entering into major contracts)
(d) T he obligation of management to provide regular
trading information and financial updates
(e) P
 rovision for meetings of shareholders (at least twice
a year)
(f) T he obligation of the founders to work full time, and not
to dispose of their shares, for a stated period
(g) L imitations on the salaries and other benefits payable
to founders without investor approval
(h) N
 on-compete obligations on the founders for a period
after departure

3.THE ARTICLES
The Articles set out the rules for the company’s internal
governance. They should include:
(a) Pre-emption rights on the issue of new shares
(b) P
 re-emption rights on the transfer of shares (with some
exceptions)
(c) Any option provisions
(d) Provision that all shares are of one class
(e) Each share to carry same rights including voting
(f) Tag along right –this ensures that if there is a change
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of control through someone acquiring over 50% of the
issued shares, the acquirer must offer the same cash
terms to all shareholders (usually accompanied by
a Drag along right entitling an acquirer of a higher
percentage – typically 70%-80% - being able to require
other shareholders to offer their shares on the same
cash terms)

OTHER ISSUES
There are ancillary documents, including Service
Agreements for key personnel, agreements with key
customers and suppliers, loan agreements, options or rights
to options, which should either be part of the disclosures
(and so available for prospective investors to inspect before
deciding to invest), or part of the package to be negotiated
prior to investment. Note that protections of the interests
of investors regarding employment-related matters should
be contained in the Shareholders Agreement, whatever is
provided in any Service Agreement.

PROCESS
In some cases, the preparation and negotiation of the
legal documentation is preceded by a negotiated nonlegally binding Term Sheet. The purpose of this is briefly to
summarise the key terms, and hence make the legals easier
to draft and quicker to negotiate.
Normally the lawyers for the company, instructed by the
founders, will prepare items 1 to 3 above. Sometimes the
Subscription Agreement and Shareholders Agreement will
be combined in a single document. The Articles will in most
cases be a replacement for those already in existence.
It may be helpful for an investor group to appoint one of
their number to advise on and negotiate the documents
on behalf of the group. Where large sums are sought, it is
advisable for investors to appoint their own lawyers.

DEED OF ADHERENCE
This term is applied to a brief and simple document used
when new investors are joining a pre-existing group.
The new investors are required to accept the terms of the
existing Shareholders Agreement and Articles without
amendment (on the basis that these have previously been
negotiated and accepted by similar investors on a previous
round). So it’s ‘take it or leave it.
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T H I S I S A N E N V E S T R Y ™ P U B L I C AT I O N

A F U L LY C U S T O M I S A B L E
W H I T E - L A B E L F U N D I N G P L AT F O R M
Y O U R E TA I N O W N E R S H I P
OF YOUR OWN INVESTORS
ABLE TO CONNECT WITH OTHER
LEADING INVESTORS NETWORKS
F U L LY R E G U L AT E D B Y T H E F I N A N C I A L
CONDUCT AUTHORITY (FCA)*

* Envestors Limited which is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) in the UK. Firm Reference
Number (FRN) 523592
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